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MECHANISM

Cavitation is the formation of vapour cavities in a liquid – i.e. small liquid-cavitation-free zones ("bubbles" or "void

s") – that are the consequence of cavitational forces acting upon the cavitational liquid. It usually occurs when a li

CAVITATION
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quid is subjected to rapid changes of pressure that cause the formation of cavities where the pressure is relatively 

low.

Pi h h h l d di l hPictures show how the ultrasound dissolves the 
fat cells using cavitation device.
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MECHANISM

Changing of adipose tissues though cavitation effects.

Normal Right after applying 
cavitation

Processing on 
cavitation

Dissolved fat cellsLiquefied fat cells by rupturing of fat cellsLiquefied fat cells by rupturing of fat cells 
membranes.
Microvascular is not affected by cavitation
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MECHANISM

Fat dissolve by ‘NEW LIPODERM’.
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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

New Lipoderm uses ultrasound to reduce fat. Device is applied directly to the skin of the treatment area and do not 

employ injections or incisions. Although fat loss is more subtle with  ‘new Lipoderm’ compared to surgical liposuction, 

‘New LIPODERM’ technique has several advantages including reduced risk, reduced cost, and reduced healing time.

New Lipoderm's probe generates deep cavitation with 28KHz frequency ultrasound, which causes micro-bubbles 

inside the adipose tissue. Then the micro-bubbles implode breaking down adipocyte's cell membrane without 

destroying other materials.

New Lipoderm is the most advanced cavitation device in the world for non-invasive cellulite removal

and fat reduction. It performs outstanding result with powerful probes, yet very safe and effective. 

Result will be kept inreasonable period and can be seen even after first treatment.
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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

Who needs ‘NEW LIPODERM’ treatment

- Want to get regional size reduction, partiallyg g , p y

- Suffer from unreduced partial cellulite

- Want to see immediate effect, even after 1st session

f f- Afraid of invasive like liposuction surgery

- Doesn’t have enough time for recovery time

Ad t f ‘NEW LIPODERM’Advantage of  ‘NEW LIPODERM’ 

- Destroy only fact cells without skin damage.  (No pain, scar and bruise)  

- Effective non-invasive lipolysis for body contouring. 

- Short recovery time without hospitalization, back to daily life immediatly

- No side effects
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BORE AND AFTER

Effectiveness and durability of ‘NEW LIPODERM’ treatment.

‘New Lipoderm’ can be applied to adult male and female.  It also shows prominent effects of dissolving 

fact on abdomen waist buttocks and thigh Patients start to perceive size reduction after 2 ~ 4 weeksfact on abdomen, waist, buttocks and thigh. Patients start to perceive size reduction after 2  4 weeks.  

Because destroyed fat cells will not be regenerated, we can expect long time treatment effects.  These 

reduced numbers of fact cells help to avoid Yo-Yo effects which is side effects came from lipolysis

treatment.   
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BORE AND AFTER

*Abdomen *Thigh

Before session : B f iBefore session :
79cm

Before session :
60.5cm

After 1st session :
78.3cm

After 1st session :
59.5cm

After 2nd session 
in a week from 

1st session :

After 2nd session 
in a week from 1 session :

77.4cm 1st session :
58.5cm
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TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT

TREATMENT
1. Apply enough gel on the abdomen.

2. Slowly move handle around of navel.  (Navel would be center)

3. The surface of handle should be fully attached on area where 

applied gel.

4. Ideal moving speed is 1cm during 5~8 seconds. 

Moving areas should be overlappedMoving areas should be overlapped.

*If the moving speed is too fast, gel will be swept. It reduce the

results and makes skin harsh.

*Apply this procedure to each target area.

*More tips.
1. Don’t treatment on the same area at the same time (day).

Ex) abdominal 20minure + Thigh 15minute a day

2. After treatment need at least 3 days rest (interval time)

3. For abdomen, divide into 3 areas -Left and right sides, center 

and make treatment each region during 20~30 Min. 

3 Except for abdominal areas recommend treatment time is 15Min3. Except for abdominal areas, recommend treatment time is 15Min.

4. Drink enough pure water before and after treatment (1~2ℓ)
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TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT AFTER TREATMENT

1. After treatment, we recommend to drink 1 pure water during 3~5 days. It helps urination.

2. Because fatty acid in liver will help to dissolve fat, alcholic liquors can make less effects. 

3. Aerobic exercise which helps to work up sweats like jump up, sit-up, hula hoop, run, 

power walking and so on enables to get better resultspower walking and so on, enables to get better results.

4. Diet cure also improve treatment results.

5. Combined treatment with RF (NOSAPK), Low and Medium frequency (ZZIRIT) enhances  to see 

treatment’s results in short term. (Synergy effect).
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